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Good haraterization for path paking in a sublass of Karzanov
networks
Natalia Vanetik
1
Abstrat
The path paking problem is stated nding the maximum number of edge-disjoint paths be-
tween predened pairs of nodes in an undireted multigraph. Suh a multigraph together with
predened node pairs is often alled a network. While in general the path paking problem is
NP-hard, there exists a lass of networks for whih the hope of better solution for the path
paking problem exists. In this paper we prove a ombinatorial max-min theorem (also alled
a good haraterization) for a wide lass of suh networks, thus showing that the path paking
problem for this lass of networks is in o-NP.
Keywords: integer path paking
1. Introdution
A network onsists of a multigraphG = (N,E), sometimes alled supply graph, a set of terminals
T ⊆ N and a demand graph (T, S) with S ⊆ T × T . Let K denote the olletion of inlusion-
maximal antiliques of the graph (T, S) (suh a olletion is alled a lutter). K divides the
pairs of terminals into three lasses: pairs not overed by a member of K (this is preisely S),
pairs overed by a single member of K (we denote this lass W ) and pairs overed by more than
one member of K (alled equivalent pairs). Therefore, a network G, (T, S) an be also dened
by speifying G, T and K and denoted (G, T,K). In this paper we study a sublass of Eulerian
networks where all nodes in N \ T , alled inner nodes, have even degrees.
We refer to the paths with end-pair in W as W -paths, and the paths with the end-pair in S
as S-paths. Colletion of edge-disjoint paths with ends in T is alled a multiow. Various
multiow optimization problems are studied in the literature. A major multiow optimization
problem, alled the (integer) path paking problem, is to
nd the maximum number of edge-disjoint S-paths in (G, T,K). (1.1)
In this paper we refer to this problem as the strong problem. For a multiow f , we denote by
f [W ] and f [S] the number of S-paths and W -paths in f . An optimization problem alled the
weak problem is to
nd the maximum of f [S] + 1
2
f [W ] over multiows f in (G, T,K). (1.2)
When paths of a multiow are allowed to have a frational weight between 0 and 1 and the total
weight of all paths traversing an edge does not exeed 1, we speak of a frational multiow and
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Figure 1: Clutter members intersetions in a K-network and non-K-networks.
frational strong and weak problems. The maxima of frational and integer strong problems
in a network (G, T,K) are further denoted ηFR(G, T,K) and η(G, T,K), and the maxima of
frational and integer strong problems in (G, T,K) are denoted as θFR(G, T,K) and θ(G, T,K).
When speaking of integer strong or weak problem, we will omit the word integer for simpliity.
A network (G, T,K) is alled integral if θFR(G, T,K) = θ(G, T,K). Frational strong problem
an be solved by linear programming in polynomial time, strong problem is NP-hard in general.
A. Karzanov has disovered (see [K 1989℄) that tratability of the strong problem is determined
by the struture of K. He dened a subset of networks for whih any two pairwise interseting
antiliques A,B,C ∈ K satisfy
A ∩ B = A ∩ C = B ∩ C. (1.3)
An Eulerian network that satises (1.3) is alled a K-network. Figure 1(a) shows an example
of K-network, and Figure 1(b)-() shows two examples of networks where ondition 1.3 does
not hold. It has been shown in [BI 2003℄ that the strong problem is NP-hard if (1.3) is not
satised, even if the network is Eulerian. The weak problem has onvenient metri properties
and an be used as a proof tool beause of the onnetion it shares with the strong problem in
K-networks, as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. [V 2007℄ In a K-network, strong problem and weak problem have a ommon
solution.
Throughout the paper, we will all a multiow solving both strong and weak problem in a
network a ommon solution.
This paper has following struture. Setion 2 desribes the problem addressed in this paper
and gives historial bakground. Setion 3 desribes the main ombinatorial struture, and
Setion 4 ontains the extended proof of the main result. This result is used in Setion 5 to
show that the addressed problem is in o-NP. The Appendix ontains denitions and properties
of path operations used in the proof and the theory of dual solutions of the weak problem in
K-networks. Table 1 summarizes notation used in this paper.
2. Problem statement
When one wishes to solve a multiow optimization problem suh as the strong problem, the
ultimate goal is to onstrut a polynomial-time algorithm that nds a solution. In absene of
suh algorithm, the next best thing is ombinatorial max-min theorem of the form:
maxff [S] = minCϕ(C),
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Notation Denition
(G, T,K) a network (G, (T, S)) and antilique lutter K of (T, S)
S-path (W -path) a path whose end-pair is in S (in W )
f [S] (f [W ]) the number of S-paths (W -paths) in multiow f
Ac, A ⊆ T T \ A
A, A ⊆ N N \ A
d(X), X ⊂ N the number of (X,X)-edges in G
λ(A), A ⊆ T size of a minimal (A,Ac)-ut
β(A), A ⊆ T 1
2
(
∑
t∈A λ(t)− λ(A))
(A,B)-path (A-path), A,B ⊆ T path with ends in A and B (in A)
f [A,B] (f [A] the number of (A,B)-paths (A-paths) in multiow f
Θ(f) f [S] + 1
2
f [W ]
xPy, x, y ∈ N (x, y)-segment of path P
|f | the size of multiow f , i.e. the number of its paths
a maximum multiow a multiow of maximum size (i.e. size is
1
2
∑
t∈T λ(t))
K is simple |A ∩ B| ≤ 1 for all A,B ∈ K
K is at |A| = 2 for all A ∈ K
T -path P with ends s, t is ompound ∃r ∈ T s.t. r ∈ P , r 6= s, t
Table 1: Notation.
where the maximum is taken over multiows in a network, the minimum is taken over ombi-
natorial strutures C in a network, and ϕ is a funtion omputable on C in time polynomial
in the size of the network. Suh a theorem is sometimes alled a good haraterization, notion
introdued by J. Edmonds (see [E 1965℄). In other words, a theorem is a good haraterization
for a problem if it gives neessary and suient onditions for the existene of a ertain stru-
ture in terms of the absene of another struture. For example, the existene of an integer ow
of size n between the two terminals t and s (in other words, the existene of n edge-disjoint
paths between those terminals) is guaranteed by the absene of a (t, s)-minut of apaity less
than n.
Over the years, ombinatorial max-min theorems for the path paking problem were proved for
ertain speial ases of networks, suh as:
1. S is a single edge (Menger's theorems [Me 1927℄) for general networks,
2. S onsists of two edges ([Hu 1963℄), for Eulerian networks,
3. S is a omplete graph, ([Ch 1977, Lo 1976℄), for Eulerian networks,
4. Every t ∈ T is overed by at most two members of K, (in [IKL 2000℄), for Eulerian
networks,
5. W ∼= K
2,r
, with an arbitrary r, ([L 2004℄), for Eulerian networks,
6. S is a omplete graph (Mader's edge-disjoint path-paking theorem [Ma 1978℄), for general
networks.
Let us all an antilique lutter K of a network (G, T,K) at if K satises ondition (1.3) and
eah member of K ontains preisely two terminals. Thus, K is at if and only if it oinides
with the edge set of a triangle-free graph. A network (G, T,K) is alled at if its antilique
lutter K is at. Note that every at network is a K-network, but the onverse is not always
true.
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Figure 2: Examples of W in at networks.
In this paper, we fous on at networks. This lass ontains lasses 1-3 and 4-5 for Eulerian
networks and has a non-trivial intersetion with lass 4 of networks. We dene a ombinatorial
struture onsisting of terminal expansions (node subsets ontaining preisely one terminal
eah) and a lutter on T , and show the existene of a funtion on this struture that gives a
good haraterization for the frational strong problem. In integral at networks, our theorem
is a good haraterization for the strong problem, beause a least-size integer solution to the
weak problem in the expanded network also solves the strong problem, by Theorem 1.1. Figure
2 shows the struture of W as a graph on T in two at networks.
3. Dual ombinatorial struture
Let K1 and K2 be two lutters on T . We say that K2 extends K1 and denote the fat by K1  K2
if every pair of terminals that is strong in K1 is also strong in K2. Relation  is transitive. We
use here the denition of expansion of T in a graph G as a olletion X = {Xt ⊆ N | t ∈ T} of
pairwise disjoint subsets of N overing T , with every subset Xt ontaining exatly one terminal.
We dene a partial order on expansions in T by saying that for two expansions X and Y , X  Y
if for every X ∈ X there exists Y ∈ Y so that X ⊂ Y . Our ombinatorial struture for network
(G, T,K) will inlude both an expansion of T and an extension of K. A network obtained
from (G, T,K) by replaing eah terminal in T with its expansion member in X is denoted
(GX ,X ,KX ). Examples of lutter extension and terminal expansions are given in Figure 3.
Intuitively, we are looking for a way to expand terminals and extend K until we obtain a network
where a maximum solution to the weak problem loks all the members of the expansion and the
indued lutter. Among all suh networks, we are looking for one where a least-size solution to
the weak problem has as many S-paths as the strong problem solution in (G, T,K).
As a rst step of showing that the above dual ombinatorial struture gives us a good hara-
terization for the strong problem, we prove the following.
Theorem 3.1. For every at network (G, T,K), and every at lutter R  K on T , and
every expansion X of T in G we have η(GX ,X ,RX ) ≥ η(G, T,K).
Proof. Let us onsider an arbitrary at lutter R  K on T and an arbitrary expansion X of
T . Expanding terminals does not derease η(G, T,K) beause an expansion member ontains
just one terminal. Thus, for every multiow h in (G, T,K), an S-path of h remains an S-path
and thus η(G, T,K) does not derease. Likewise, an S-path of h remains an S-path in (G, T,R),
thus η(G, T,R) ≥ η(G, T,K) and η(GX ,X ,RX ) ≥ η(G, T,K).
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Figure 3: Examples of extension and expansion.
The next step is to prove that for every at (G, T,K), there exists a at lutter R  K and an
expansion of T in (G, T,R), whih is also a dual solution of the weak problem in (G, T,R), suh
that the maxima of the frational strong problem, denoted ηFR, in the original and expanded
network are the same. Let us dene the frationality of a network as the value of minimal path
weight denominator over all weak problem solutions in that network (if a network is integral,
its frationality equals 1).
Theorem 3.2. For every at network (G, T,K), there exists a at lutter R  K on T and a
dual solution X in (G, T,R) suh that ηFR(GX ,X ,RX ) = η
FR(G, T,K) and (G, T,R) has the
same frationality as (G, T,K).
We will later use Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 to show that (R,X ) as a dual ombinatorial struture
gives a good haraterization for the frational strong problem in at networks and for the
strong problem in integral at networks.
Let us demonstrate by example that R is a neessary parameter of a dual ombinatorial stru-
ture, or, in other words, that the simple method of expansions suitable for the weak problem
is insuient for the strong problem. Consider network (G, T,K) of Figure 4, where every
ommon solution unloks A. An inner node x thus must be ontained in any dual solution
X of (G, T,K). Adding x to any Xs, s 6= t, inreases η(G, T,K). Adding x to Xt reates a
network (GX ,X ,KX ) with η(GX ,X ,KX ) = 3, as (Ai, Bi)-paths for i = 1, 2, 3 are strong paths.
Sine η(G, T,K) = 2 < η(GX ,X ,KX ), a simple method of expansions does not work here. This
problem an be solved by extending K into R := K \ {A1}.
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Figure 4: Clutter extension.
4. Proof of Theorem 3.2
4.1. A minimal ounterexample network
To prove Theorem 3.2, we selet a ounterexample integral at network (G, T,K) minimal w.r.t.
N \ T , E and the lutter extension.
We an assume that the weak problem admits an integer solution in (G, T,K) as the neessary
network an always be ahieved by multiplying the edges of E. We are, therefore, looking for
integral network (G, T,R). A at lutter K an be extended and remain at by removing a
lutter member. If a at lutter K annot be extended, K = ∅ and thus S = T × T . In this
ase T and K satisfy Theorem 3.2.
Let
X be the minimal dual solution in (G, T,K),
whih exists by Claim 7.8. Sine (G, T,K) is integral, we have θ(GX ,X ,KX ) = θ(G, T,K).
Also, let
h be a ommon solution in (G, T,K) and gX be a ommon solution in (GX ,X ,KX ).
Claims 7.6 and 7.7 imply that
hˆX loks X and KX , and Θ(hX ) = Θ(hˆX ) = θ(G, T,K) = Θ(gX ). (4.4)
Then by minimality of (G, T,K) we have
η(GX ,X ,KX ) > η(G, T,K), (4.5)
beause otherwise K and X satisfy onditions of Theorem 3.2.
4.2. Properties of lutter extension
For onveniene, we assume that all inner nodes have degree 4 throughout the paper (otherwise,
the network an be easily modied to turn have all inner nodes of degree 4 while preserving all
ows both ways).
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Claim 4.1. Let (G, T,K) be a at network, R ≻ K be a at lutter and h be a maximum
weak problem solution in (G, T,K). Then every augmenting sequene of h in (G, T,R) is an
augmenting sequene of h in (G, T,K).
Proof. Let us assume that h ontains an augmenting sequene P0, x0, P1, ..., xn, Pn for B ∈ R
in (G, T,R). Then P0 is a B-path of h in (G, T,R) and P1 is either a (B,B
c)-path or a Bc-
path, depending on n. If P1 is a (B,B
c)-path in (G, T,R), it ould have been a B-path or a
(B,Bc)-path of h in (G, T,K). In either ase, the rest of the augmenting sequene exists in
(G, T,K). If P1 is a B
c
-path in (G, T,R), then P1 is a B-path or a (B,B
c)-path in (G, T,K).
In both ases, sine K is at and R ≻ K, B /∈ R - a ontradition.
Corollary 4.2. Let (G, T,K) be a at network, R ≻ K be a at lutter and h be a maximum
weak problem solution in (G, T,K) loking K. Then h loks R.
Corollary 4.3. Let (G, T,K) and (G, T,R) be integral at networks with R ≻ K. Let X and
Y be minimal dual solutions in (G, T,K) and (G, T,R) respetively. Then Y  X .
4.3. Proof of Theorem 3.2
Here, we omplete the proof of Theorem 3.2. First, we show that no inner node lies outside the
minimal dual solution of (G, T,K).
Claim 4.4. N \ X = ∅.
Proof. Let us rst assume an inner node x ∈ Xt ∈ X lies on an A-path of hX . Sine both hˆX
and gˆX lok KX , x does not lie on an A
c
-path in either multiow. In a at network it implies
that x lies on two paths with a ommon end (see Figure 5). Therefore, x admits two splits
X v
X
X
u
wxA
x
Figure 5: Inner node x /∈ X on an A-path of hˆX or gˆX .
preserving Θ(h) and h[S], and two splits preserving Θ(gX ) and gX [S]. Sine x an be split
in three dierent ways only, there exists a split of x preserving Θ(h), h[S] and gX [S]. Let us
denote the network obtained by this split by (G′, T,K). Then by minimality of (G, T,K) there
exists a at lutter R  K and minimal dual solution Y in (G′, T,R) for whih Theorem 3.2
holds. From Corollary 4.3 we have Y ≺ X .
Let us show that hˆY solves the weak problem in network (GY ,Y ,RY) obtained by restoring x.
If not, hˆY unloks B ∈ RY and therefore ontains an augmenting sequene P0, x0, P1, ..., xn, Pn
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Figure 6: Paths Pi and Ri for i = 1, 2, 3.
for B. Sine hˆX loks eah A ∈ KX in (GX ,X ,KX ) and x /∈ X , x = xi for some 0 ≤ i ≤ n. By
Claim 4.1 this augmenting sequene exists in (GY ,Y ,KY) as well, and by Claim 7.7 x ∈ X -
a ontradition. Therefore, hˆY loks eah member of RY in (G
′
Y ,Y ,RY) and (GY ,Y ,RY) and
thus the value of β(A) is the same for all A ∈ RY in both networks. This also implies that
(G, T,R) is integral.
Let fY be a ommon solution in (GY ,Y ,RY). By our assumption fY [S] > η(G, T,K). Then
fˆY [A] = hˆY = [A] = β(A) for eah A ∈ RY , and the same number of ompound S-paths as in
fˆY an be onstruted by joining W -paths of hˆY in (G
′, T,R). Then η(G′, T,R) > η(G, T,K)
- a ontradition.
Therefore, if an inner node x /∈ X exists, it lies on two S-paths of both gX and hX . Let us
hX -split x. For the resulting network (G
′, T,K) there exists at network (G′, T,R) with R  K
and minimal dual solution Y for whih Theorem 3.2 holds. Restoring x does not reate an
augmenting sequene in hˆY beause all W -paths of hˆX are edges as we have proved above.
Then we have η(G′, T,R) > η(G, T,K) - a ontradition.
Next, we need to show that the lutter K of a minimal ounterexample network (G, T,K) an
be extended without inreasing the maximum of the strong problem.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let x ∈ Xt, t ∈ T , be a pivot of a trident Q1,Q2, where Q1 is an
A3-path and Q2 is an (A1, A2)-path where A1, A2, A3 are pairwise interseting members of K.
Suh a pivot always exists sine hˆ unloks K. Let R := K\Ai for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and let Y denote
the minimal dual solution in (G, T,R). We prove that η(GY ,Y ,RY) = η. In (G, T,K) we have
η(GX ,X ,KX ) > η by (4.5) and N \ X = ∅ by Claim 4.4. We prove the laim by indution in
the size of N \ T .
First, let us assume that X ontains no inner nodes exept x. Let Q1 := txP3p3 and Q2 :=
p1P1xP2p2, where pi ∈ Ai for i = 1, 2, 3. Then Y = T and we need to show that η(G, T,R) =
η(G, T,K).
Reall that gX denotes a ommon solution in (GX ,X ,KX ). For η(GX ,X ,KX ) > η(G, T,K) to
hold, gX must ontain paths YtPiRi where Ri are Bi-paths of hˆ with ends in pi, Ai 6= Bi ∈ K
for i = 1, 2, 3 and paths Ri are edges by Claim 4.4 (see Figure 6, Q1 is dashed). Therefore, in
any ommon solution in (G, T,K) at most one path of R1, R2, R3 is a subpath of an S-path.
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Figure 7: Paths Q′
1
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.
Let us assume that η(GY ,Y ,RY) > η(G, T,K). Then h solves the weak problem in (G, T,R)
sine it ontains no augmenting sequenes - the only paths of h with inner nodes are Q1 and Q2
whih are S-paths in (G, T,R). As restoring A3 in (G, T,R) dereases f [S] by at most 1 (by
turning Q1 bak into a W -path), we have η(G, T,R) = η(G, T,K) + 1. Then f [S] = η(G, T,K)
in (G, T,K), and f is a ommon solution of (G, T,K). Then at most one path of R1, R2, R3,
say R1, is a subpath of an S-path of f in (G, T,K). Sine Q1 is a W -path of f in (G, T,K) by
onstrution, we swith Q1 and Q2 in x so as to obtain an A2-path Q
′
1 and an S-path Q
′
2 (see
Figure 7). The resulting multiow f ′ is also a ommon solution of (G, T,K); however, joining
Q′1 and R2 reates a multiow f
′′
with f ′′[S] = f [S] + 1 = η(G, T,K) + 1 - a ontradition.
Same arguments apply when R := K \ {A1} or R := K \ {A2}. Note that (G, T,R) is integral
by onstrution.
Let us now assume that X ontains more than one inner node. Again, from Claim 4.4 it
follows that hˆ solves the weak problem in (G, T,K). Sine Q1, Q2 is not a trident in (G, T,R)
and Y  X by Corollary 4.3, we have Y ≺ X . Let us selet an inner node y ∈ Y suh
that y /∈ X . Sine X is minimal dual solution, hˆY unloks KY in (GY ,Y ,KY), thus the paths
of hˆY an be swithed so as to obtain a trident with a pivot in some inner node xn. We
have xn ∈ X and thus we selet y = xn. Therefore, any split of y preserves θ(G, T,K), and
we an split y so that η(G′X ,X ,KX ) > η(G, T,K) ≥ η(G
′, T,K) for the resulting network
(G′, T,K). By our assumption, η(G′Y ,Y ,RY) = η(G
′, T,K). Let gY denote a ommon solution
in (G′Y ,Y ,RY). Sine y /∈ Y , gluing y bak leaves gY a weak problem solution in (G, T,R),
and therefore gˆY loks Y and RY and (G, T,R) is integral. Additionally, any ommon solution
in (GY ,Y ,RY) ontains the same number of A-paths for all A ∈ RY , thus a ommon solution
in (GY ,Y ,RY) annot have more ompound S-paths than a ommon solution in (G
′
Y ,Y ,RY).
Then η(GY ,Y ,RY) = η(G
′
Y ,Y ,RY) ≤ η, as required.
5. Good haraterization
In this setion, we prove that the dual ombinatorial struture of Setion 3 gives good har-
aterization for the frational strong problem in at networks and good haraterization for
the strong problem in integral at networks. It is worth noting that no adequate riterion for
integrality in K-networks in known to date.
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Figure 8: An example of graphs Γ and L(Γ).
Let us observe a at network (G, T,K), at lutter R  K and a dual solution X in (G, T,R)
where η(GX ,X ,RX ) = η(G, T,K). We dene multigraph Γ = (X , EΓ) by taking X as node set
and adding edge (Xt, Xs) of multipliity mul(Xt, Xs) = βA for every pair {Xt, Xs} ∈ R. We
denote by L(Γ) = (EΓ, L) the line graph of Γ and dene a vetor b = (mul(e)|e ∈ EΓ) on the
verties of L(Γ). We denote by m(Γ) the size of maximum b-mathing in the graph L(Γ) w.r.t
vetor b.
Figure 8 shows an example of a at network with expansion, its orresponding graph Γ and the
line graph L(Γ) together with the vetor b.
We an now dene funtion ϕ on a network (G, T,R), expansion X and graph L(Γ):
ϕ(X ,R) :=
1
2
∑
t∈T
λ(Xt)−
∑
A∈R
β(A) +m(Γ). (5.6)
To show that the path paking problem in integral at networks is in o-NP, we prove the
following.
Theorem 5.1. For multiows f in a at network (G, T,K), at lutters R  K and
expansions X in (G, T,R), equation
max
f
f [S] = min
RK,X
ϕ(X ,R)
gives good haraterization for the frational strong problem and good haraterization for
the strong problem if (G, T,K) is integral.
Proof. Let us rst show that f [S] ≤ ϕ(X ,R) for all extensions R of K, expansions X in
(G, T,R) and multiows f in a at network (G, T,K). Theorem 3.1 ensures that ηFR(G, T,K) ≤
ηFR(GX ,X ,RX ). We prove the laim for integral at network (G, T,K) (one an always mul-
tiply the edges of E in order to obtain an integral network from a non-integral one). Let hX
denote a ommon solution in (GX ,X ,RX ) and let m(hX ) denote the number of ompound
S-paths in hX . Then, sine η(G, T,K) ≤ η(G, T,R), we have
η(G, T,K) ≤
1
2
∑
t∈T
hˆX [Xt, X
c
t ]−
∑
A∈K
hˆX [A] +m(hX ).
We need to show that:
1
2
∑
t∈T
λ(Xt)−
∑
A∈R
β(A) +m(Γ) ≥
1
2
∑
t∈T
hˆX [Xt, X
c
t ]−
∑
A∈R
hˆX [A] +m(hX ).
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By denition of λ, 1
2
∑
t∈T hˆX [Xt, X
c
t ] −
1
2
∑
t∈T λ(Xt) ≥ 0. Let us now show by indution in
the number of W -paths in hˆX that
m(Γ)−
∑
A∈R
β(A) ≥ m(hX )−
∑
A∈R
hˆX [A]. (5.7)
If hˆX [A] = β(A) for all A ∈ RX , we are done beause m(Γ) ≥ m(hX ) by the maximality of
m(Γ). Otherwise, let us selet A ∈ RX for whih hˆX [A] > β(A). We remove the edges of an
A-path P of h from the network so that β(A) remains intat. Inequality (5.7) holds for the
resulting network. The right side of the inequality does not hange when we add the edges of
P bak, while
∑
A∈R hˆX [A] grows by 1. Sine m(hX ) an inrease by at most 1, the inequality
(5.7) holds.
Theorem 3.2 proves the existene of a lutter R  K and an expansion X in (G, T,R) so
that η(G, T,K) = maxf f [S] = ϕ(R,X ). Indeed, the number of simple S-paths in a ommon
solution hX in (GX ,X ,RX ) is
1
2
∑
t∈T d(Xt) −
∑
A∈R β(A), beause X is a dual solution and
hˆX loks X and RX . The maximum number of ompound S-paths in hX is preisely m(Γ), and
sine hX [A] = β[A] for all A ∈ RX , the equality holds.
We now have a good haraterization for the frational strong problem in at networks, sine
funtion ϕ(X ,R) is omputable in polynomial time in the sizes of X , R and G. Computing all
λ(Xt) and β(A) requires omputing sizes of |T |+|R|minuts in (G, T,R), whih is a polynomial
task by [FF 1956, Di 1970℄. Computing a b-mathing in a graph (whih gives us m(Γ)), is a
polynomial task as well (see, e.g., [AN 1987℄).
6. Conlusions
In this paper we prove the existene of a good haraterization (otherwise alled ombinato-
rial max-min) for the path paking problem in a sublass of K-networks. Theorem 3.2 gives
good haraterization for the frational path paking problem in at networks and good har-
aterization for the (integer) path paking problem in integral at networks, showing that the
path paking problem for integral at networks is in o-NP. The lass of at networks overs
almost all lasses of network for whih good haraterization have been previously disovered,
and has a non-trivial intersetion with networks where eah terminal is overed by at most
two antilique lutter members. One should note that all the above previously known network
lasses are integral. Additionally, at networks is the rst lass of networks for whih method
of terminal expansions is not suient as dual ombinatorial struture, and a new struture
that uses lutter extensions needs to be used.
7. Appendix
7.1. Operations on paths and loking
Let paths P andQ of a multiow f traverse an inner node x, so that P = P ′xP ′′ andQ = Q′xQ′′.
Swithing P and Q in x transforms them into paths K = P ′xQ′ and L = P ′′xQ′′, and f into
the multiow f \ {P,Q} ∪ {K,L}. If d(x) = 4, there exists two dierent ways to swith P and
Q (see Figure 9(a)). A split of an inner node x is a graph transformation onsisting of removal
of x and linking its neighbors by d(x)
2
edges so as to preserve their degrees. Given a multiow
h in a network, an h-split of an inner node is a split preserving the paths of h. There are three
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Figure 9: Swithing and splitting at inner node..
dierent ways in whih a degree 4 node an be split, as Figure 9(b) shows. A multiow obtained
from a multiow f by breaking its ompound paths in inner terminals until no ompound
paths remain is denoted by fˆ .
7.2. Metri properties of swithing
Metri properties of K-networks imply following useful properties of multiows solving the weak
problem w.r.t the swithing operation (see, e.g., [V 2007℄ for detailed proofs). Let P and Q be
two paths of a multiow f that traverse an inner node x. P and Q form a ross if their ends
dier.
Property 7.1. If f solves the weak, P is an A-path, Q is an Ac-path, A ∈ K, and P and Q
form a ross, any swith of P and Q in x preserves Θ(f) (Clutter members B and C in Figure
10(a) ensure this).
Property 7.2. If f solves the weak problem, P and Q are A-paths, A ∈ K, and P and Q
form a ross, then any swith of P and Q in x preserves Θ(f) (see Figure 10(b)).
Property 7.3. If f solves the weak problem, P is an A-path, Q is a B-path, A,B ∈ K are
distint, and P and Q have exatly one ommon end, then any swith of P and Q in x
preserves Θ(f) (see Figure 10()).
When a pair of paths P and Q satises onditions of Properties 7.1 or 7.3, it is alled a trident ;
alled simple trident in the latter ase. A node x of a trident P,Q is alled a pivot.
Property 7.4. If f solves the weak problem, P is an A-path, Q is an (A,Ac)-path, A ∈ K,
then at least two swithes of P and Q in x preserve Θ(f) (two lutter members B and C in
Figure 10(d) annot o-exist in a K-network).
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Figure 11: An example of augmenting sequene P0, x0, P1, x1, P2, x2, P3.
7.3. Loking
A maximum multiow f loks a subset A ⊆ T if it ontains a maximum (A,Ac)-ow, that is, if
f [A,Ac] = λ(A). Otherwise, f unloks A. In other words, f loks A if it ontains the smallest
possible number of A-paths. A. Karzanov and M. Lomonosov have introdued in [KL 1978℄
the following appliation of the Ford-Fulkerson augmenting path proedure, assuming that a
multiow traverses eah edge. A maximum multiow unloks A ∈ K if and only if it ontains an
augmenting sequene P0, x0, ..., xi−1Pixi, ...., Pn of paths P0 (an A-path), P1, ..., Pn−1 ((A,A
c)-
paths), Pn (an A
c
-path), and inner nodes x0, ..., xn−1 so that xi ∈ Pi, Pi+1 for i ∈ 0, ..., n− 1
and xi is loated on Pi between xi−1 and the A-end of Pi. Figure 11 shows an example of
augmenting sequene.
In this paper, we use the fat that unloking a member of K and existene of the alternating
sequene are equivalent. When K is a K-lutter, there exists a series of swithes of P0, ..., Pn in
x0, ..., xn−1 reating a maximum multiow f
′
with a ross and having Θ(f ′) ≥ Θ(f). If f solves
the W -problem and unloks A ∈ K, swithing P0, ..., Pn−1 in x0, ..., xn−2 reates a multiow f
′
with a trident P ′0, P
′
1 with pivot xn−1, where P
′
0 is an A-path and P
′
1 is an A
c
-path.
7.4. Dual solutions of the weak problem
7.4.1. A max-min theorem for the weak problem
Let X = {Xt ⊆ N | t ∈ T} be an expansion of T in a network (G, T,K), where eah member of
X ontains a single terminal. Set X taken as terminals together with lutter
KX = {AX = {Xt ∈ X}t∈A|A ∈ K} on X for a network (GX ,X ,KX ). Let us all a pair of
terminals in a lutter weak or strong if that pair belongs to lass W or S w.r.t. to that lutter.
An X -path in G is an (x, y)-path with x, y lying in distint members of X . An X -ow is a
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multiow in the network (GX ,X ,KX ) onsisting of X -paths. Maxima of strong problem and
weak problem in (GX ,X ,KX ) are denoted by ηX and θX respetively.
Let X = (Xt : t ∈ T ) and Y = (Yt : t ∈ T ) be expansions. Note that for every X  Y , every
X -ow is also a Y-ow (but the onverse may be not true). Sine for X  Y any X -ow is also
a Y-ow, θY ≥ θX . Sine T -ow is also an X -ow, θX ≥ θ. We all an expansion X ritial
if θY > θX for every Y ≻ X . A ritial X with θX = θ is alled a dual solution. The triangle
theorem ([L 1985℄) ensures that
there exists a maximum X -ow h suh that ΘX (h) = θX . (7.8)
We limit ourselves to K-networks (G, T,K) with simple K. The results of this setion that
hold for simple lutters hold for general K-networks as well, beause ompressing equivalent
terminals does not hange θ by the triangle theorem from [L 1985℄. Then (7.8) implies that for
a maximum X-ow h (even when X = T )
ΘX (h) = |h| −
1
2
h[W ]. (7.9)
We aim to prove the following max-min theorem for the frational W -problem.
Theorem 7.5. In a K-network (G, T,K)
maxfΘ(f) = minX (
1
2
∑
t∈T d(Xt)−
1
2
∑
A∈KX
β(A)). (7.10)
The maximum is taken over the frational multiows in (G, T,K), and the minimum is taken
over all expansions in (G, T,K). Moreover, (7.10) holds as equality for every dual solution X .
To prove this theorem, we state the following inequality for an expansion X and a T -ow f :
Θ(f)
(a)
≤ θ
(b)
≤ ΘX (h)
(c)
≤
1
2
∑
t∈T
d(Xt)−
1
2
∑
A∈KX
β(A) (7.11)
We aim to show that (7.11) holds as inequality for every expansion and as equality for every
ritial expansion. (7.11)(a) follows diretly from the denition of θ. (7.11)(b) holds beause
f is also an X -ow. (7.11)() holds beause there exists a maximum X -ow h that solves the
weak problem in X . For suh h the minimum of
∑
A∈KX
h[A] is ahieved when all A ∈ KX are
loked by h, i.e.
∑
A∈KX
h[A] ≤
∑
A∈KX
β(A) and |h| = 1
2
∑
t∈T λ(Xt) by the Lovasz-Cherkassky
theorem ([Lo 1976, Ch 1977℄). We need the following two laims to show that (7.11)() is an
equality.
Claim 7.6. Let X be a dual solution in a simple K-network (G, T,K). A maximum frational
X -ow h that satises ΘX (h) = θX (that is, solves the weak problem in (GX ,X ,KX )) loks Xt
for all t ∈ T .
Proof. First, let us show that h saturates every (Xt, Xt)-edge. Let e be an (x, y)-edge with
x ∈ Xt and y ∈ Xt. Let Y ≻ X be an expansion where Ys = Xs for terminal s 6= t and
Yt = Xt ∪ {y}. Sine X is ritial, θY > θX and there exists a Y-ow g suh that ΘY(g) > θX .
Let us denote the unused apaity of e by ε and let δ = g[y,∪s 6=tXs]. Clearly, ε < δ. We turn g
into an X -ow by prolonging all its paths starting in y to x instead through the edge e. Let g′
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be the funtions on X -paths thus obtained; g′ does not satisfy the apaity onstraint on (x, y).
Then there exists 0 < α < 1 suh that h′ = (1−α)h+αg′ is an X -ow. h′ satises all apaity
onstraints and has ΘX (h
′) ≥ (1− α)ΘX (h) + αΘY(g) > θX , ontraditing the denition of X .
Let us assume now that a (p, q)-path P of h, p ∈ Xt, ontains two (Xt, Xt)-edges, e1 = (x1, y1)
and e = (x2, y2) where x1, x2 ∈ Xt, y1, y2 ∈ Xt and y1, x1, x2, y2 appear on P in this order. Then
by replaing P with x2Pq we obtain an X -ow g for whih ΘX (g) = θX and the edge (x1, y1)
is not saturated by g, a ontradition.
Claim 7.7. Let X be a dual solution in a simple K-network (G, T,K). A maximum frational
X -ow h would then satisfy ΘX (h) = θX i every A ∈ KX is loked by h.
Proof. The if diretion is trivial. Let h be a maximum X -ow with ΘX (h) = θX that loks
every member of KX . Beause of Claim 7.6 and the simpliity of KX , we get
Θ(h) = 1
2
∑
X∈X d(X)−
1
2
∑
A∈KX
βA and thus Θ(h) ≥ θX by (7.11)().
For the only if diretion, assume that h is a maximum X -ow that has ΘX (h) = θX and
unloks A ∈ KX . Let A
c
in the ontext of KX denote the members of X that do not lie in
A. Then h ontains an augmenting sequene P0, x0, ..., xm−1, Pm, where P0 is an A-path, Pm is
an Ac-path, and eah one of P1, ..., Pm−1 is an (A,A
c)-path. We an hoose h so that m = 1.
Let P0 and P1 be (s
′, t′)- and (q′, r′)-paths with weights α and β respetively where s′ ∈ Xs,
t′ ∈ Xt, q
′ ∈ Xq and r
′ ∈ Xr. Sine a swith of P0 and P1 in x0 annot inrease Θ(h), we an
assume that w.l.o.g. (Xq, Xr), (Xt, Xr) and (Xt, Xq) are S-pairs while (Xs, Xq) and (Xs, Xr)
are W -pairs by the simpliity of KX .
We onstrut a new ow f from h by replaing P0 and P1 with (t
′, r′), (t′, q′), (q′, r′) and (s′, t′)-
paths of weights
ε
2
,
ε
2
, β− ε
2
and α−ε respetively (we all this operation 3
2
-operation, see Figure
12). It follows that |f | = |h| − ε
2
and f [W ] = h[W ] − ε sine (Xq, Xt), (Xq, Xr), (Xr, Xt) ∈ S
and ΘX (f) = ΘX (h).
The subpath s′P0x0 does not have ommon nodes with any other X -path Q whose ends do
not lie in Xs ∪ Xt. If it were so, then the above
3
2
-operation ould be applied to both P0, P1
and P0, Q and a ow f
′
with |f ′| = |h| − ε
2
and f ′[W ] = h[W ] − 2ε ould be reated, whih
ontradits the maximality of ΘX (h). Therefore, there exists an edge (s
′, x) of s′Lv whih is
not saturated by f - a ontradition to Claim 7.6.
Theorem 7.5 follows from Claims 7.6 and 7.7.
7.5. Properties of dual solutions
A mixed ow among ows h1, ..., hn is a ow h := a1h1 + ...+ anhn where a1, ..., an are positive
rational numbers and a1 + ... + an = 1. A mixed ow among all frational maximum ows
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solving the weak problem is alled the mixed solution.
Claim 7.8. A K-network (G, T,K) has unique minimal dual solution.
Proof. Let h be a mixed solution and let E0 be a subset of edges not saturated by h and
reahable from T . Let X be the expansion of T onsisting of all t ∈ T and E0. Clearly, all the
(Xt, Xt)-edges, t ∈ T , are saturated by h.
Let us assume that h unloks A ∈ KX . Then h ontains an augmenting sequene for A and
there exists a series of swithes that produes a maximum ow h′ maximizing Θ. h′ has an
(Xs, Xt)-path and an (Xp, Xq)-path with a ommon node, where Xs, Xt ∈ A and Xp, Xq ∈ A
c
,
(Xp, Xq) ∈ S. Applying a
3
2
-operation to these paths, we obtain a maximum ow h′′ that
maximizes Θ and does not saturate one of the (Xt, Xt)-edges - a ontradition. Therefore, X
is a dual solution.
Let Y be a dual solution that does not inlude e = (u, v) ∈ E0 and f be a maximum Y-ow.
Sine e is not saturated by h, a ombined ow f = αg + (1 − α)h, 0 < α < 1 is a maximum
Y-ow that does not saturate e either. It follows from the denition of E0 that there exists
t ∈ T and a path P from T to e, whose edges lie in E0. By the hoie of E0, the edges of P are
not saturated by f , and one of those edges is an (Yt, Yt)-edge - a ontradition.
Dual solutions have the following property with respet to the pivots of tridents.
Claim 7.9. Let X be a dual solution and h be a maximum X -ow in a K-network (G, T,K).
Then X ontains the pivots of all the tridents in h.
Proof. Let (P,Q, x) be a trident of h and assume that X does not ontain x. Let P be a (t, s)-
path, t, s ∈ T . Suppose rst that (P,Q, x) is an ordinary trident. Then a 3
2
-transformation of
P,Q in x reates a frational multiow h′ with ΘX (h
′) = ΘX (h) and unsaturated edges in tPx,
whih ontradits Claim 7.6.
Assume now that (P,Q, x) is a simple trident, whih means that P and Q are (s, u1)- and
(t, u2)-paths respetively, with s ∼ t and s, u1 ∈ A ∈ KX while t, u2 ∈ B ∈ KX , A 6= B. We
an obtain a new ow h′ from h by replaing P and Q with u1PxQu2. ΘX (h
′) = ΘX (h) and
the edges of tPx and tQx are not be saturated by h′ - a ontradition.
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